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Traumano Safety Harness is the only
Harness of its kind. It has  amalgamation
of  a safety harness and construction work

trousers. The Harness Provides workers
with better access to tools, Improved

comfort, and added safety to equip
construction workers with the best

equipment.
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My  Father  worked  in  construction  for  most  of  his  l ife  and
had  his  own  company  in  the  US .  Growing  up  I  was  exposed
and  was  very  intrigued  in  the  process  of  constructing  a

building.  I  have  2  years  experience  working  as  a fixer  for
Hyland  Ceilings.  Many  workers  in  the  field  would  have  to
work  at  height  such  as  plumbers,  electricians,  fixers  and
laborers  which  disliked  the  idea of  wearing  a harness.  
 

Using  the  skills  I  have  learned  over  my  four  years  at
Maynooth  University  as  a Product  Design  Student  and  my
desire  to  make  a change  in  the  construction  industry  my
goa l  is  to  develop  a solution  for  the  number  of  construction
injuries  caused  from  heights  each  year.
 

The  area I  would  l ike  to  focus  on  is  suspension  trauma .
Harnesses  can  become  deadly  whenever  a worker  is
suspended  for  a duration  of  five  minutes  in  an  upright
posture,  with  the  legs  relaxed  stra ight  beneath  the  body.

Me and my Vision



How could we reduce the amount of injuries and
fatalities due to heights on construction sites?

"Falls from heights are the leading cause

of construction worker deaths, and

fatalities are more common in smaller

construction companies with fewer than

10 employees."

                                      is an innovative safety

system that combines construction work

clothing with noninvasive material to ensure

safety while suspended from a safety

harness. With Traumano you have a safer more

comfortable safety harness with everything

needed to combat danger.



The Opportunity
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 From the survey overall fatalities on a

construction work site is at 42%

54% of workers had no access to

Personal Fall Arrest Systems .

23% of workers had Personal fall arrest

systems and didn't use them.

Survey of 50 workers on personal fall

arrest systems (PFAS), and Fall fatality of all

work injuries



The  construction  industry  has  been  for  a

long  time  a dangerous  and  hazardous
sector  and  it  continues  to  produce
worryingly  high  levels  of  accidents  and
fata l ities  each  year.  A lthough  the
construction  industry  only  accounts  for
6.4%  of  the  industry's  workforce.  The
majority  of  the  victims  involved
in  construction  accidents  are  sma l l
contractors  and  self  employed.  In  2017,  six
people  died  as  a result  of  accidents  on  Irish
construction  sites.  There  were  five
fata l  fa l ls  from  height  in  2016  and  two  in
2017.  A l l  involved  sma l l  contractors  or  self
employed  construction  workers.

The Opportunity



                                   Safety  Harness  system  was  created  to  protect  and  support  construction  workers  that  use

harnesses  on  a da i ly  basis  from  suspension  trauma .  The  load  distributing  straps  prevent  the  worker  from  ever  being

put  in  the  position  of  suspension  trauma .  Knee  straps  and  foot  straps  have  been  added  to  a l low  the  worker  to  put  his

weight  onto  his  feet  and  upper  thighs.  the  ratchet  straps  were  added  for  quick  and  easy  adjustment  for  comfort

while  working  and  ease  of  access  in  the  case  of  a fa l l .

Product Features



Construction heavy duty pants 

Harness top 

Foot loops 

Tightening straps and ratchets

All construction workers wear a pair of

trousers to suit their line of work and to be

able to carry more tools and supplies

Tightening straps around the knee

takes most of the pressure during

a fall before the foot loops are

tightened

the foot loops allow the worker to

stand when suspended in an upright

position to take the max load force

on the harness

The top of the harness connects to the

harness lanyard which will save the

worker from the initial fall 



With the                                    Safety

harness a worker can walk around

freely with no restrictions or

obstacles from the harness

In the case of a fall the load is

distributed to the lower thighs, hips

and under the armpits

To take the pressure off these areas

you simply pull the orange tightening

strap to stand up straight and put

the load onto your feet.





Design Process

For the Traumano safety harness process I adopted a thorough ethnographic research phase in order to be able to fully

understand what construction workers required from a safety harness. User Testing on different potential flaws was an

integral part of the Traumano process to ensure that the harness could perform in the case of a fall without the

discomforts and worry of suspension trauma.



One of the main components of this project

was the research phase that was carried

out. Many construction workers

volunteered their own time to give in

depth interviews and surveys, which

allowed for knowledgable insights into

what the workers were thinking. For the

Traumano Harness I very much enjoyed the

ethnographic research methods in the

form of observations around construction

workers and the different scenarios each

of them experienced.

Design Process



By thoroughly examining working at heights in the

construction sector I realized a lot more could be done

with harnesses in particular. Harnesses are designed

to hold the body in an upright position with no support

for the legs which allow them to become relaxed which

leads to suspension trauma due to lack of blood flow in

the legs which leads to unconsciousnous!

Insights

Construction workers rely heavily

on safety equipment and the

tidyness of the construction sites

to avoid injury and fatalities. 

Steel Toe Protected Boots

High Visability

Safety Harness



Concept Development

For the Traumano safety harness I wanted to solve the problem of poorly designed safety harnesses through many

contrasting ways such as preventing suspension trauma, taking pressure away from the groins and distributing the weight

onto the upper thighs and the feet. Ultimately I came up with Traumano which has the ability to adress all of the above in an

noninvasive manor.



Concept Development



Concept Development



Following concept development of the Harness the next step was creating tangible prototypes to allow for further

visualisation of the product and gain better understanding if the concepts will work. My prototypes were made crude and

robust in order for them to withstand the testing and to be able to support the weight of the average worker. The

prototypes were constructed with the aim of discovering the best way to create Traumano.

Prototyping 



Experiments & Testing
During this process I sought to find the best materials to use for Traumano and through vigorous testing I found the

most suitable materials for the product. Other experiments were used to evaluate the padding, boot straps and the

positioning of the Leg straps.



Expirements and Tests



Prototyping phase

During the prototyping phase of Traumano I made many different variations of the product to see what was most

comfortable as well as noninvasive.  I was soley focused on how the product would perform more than how it looked in

this phase of the project. This was a very valuable part of creating the Traumano safety harness as I encountered some

problems I did not see coming which allowed me to develop my final concept further.



Final Prototype

During the prototyping phase of Traumano, I found found the prototype functioned as intended and was able to identify

testing required on the final prototype. The small issues I had ran into I will inform my final design. The design must

prevent suspension trauma, be non-restrictive and must not obstruct access to tools while providing comfort.  



Final Prototype
I began sewing togethor the

final concept and prototype

as the test had proven to be

worthy of a final product.



I had sewn the Harness with

a regular sewing line and it

was not strong enough for

the harness to take my full

weight.

I Used fishing line to reinforce

the stitching and it worked

to hold my entire weight

Final Prototype







Thank you!

 

TJ Byrne


